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INTRODUCTION
TeleSign is a communications platform as a service (CPaaS) company, founded
on security. Since 2005, TeleSign has been a trusted security partner to the
world’s leading websites and mobile applications, helping secure billions of enduser accounts. Today, TeleSign’s data-driven, cloud communications platform is
changing the way businesses engage with customers and prevent fraud.
TeleSign’s suite of APIs leverages proprietary data, analytics and a global network
spanning thousands of direct to carrier connections. Serving the world’s largest web
properties, TeleSign’s proven communications platform is backed by unparalleled
industry expertise, service and support.
As a registered Mobile Network Operator (MNO), TeleSign has built a high quality,
secure network. TeleSign clients experience higher availability, delivery and
completion rates, and unmatched international coverage.
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ENGAGING YOUR WORLD
When an SMS requirement is identified within a business, how does one choose the
right SMS provider? The process should begin with some basic questions:

Is your business
concerned with
the security of the
messages being
sent?

Does your business
support a large
number of end-user
accounts?

Is protecting these
accounts from fraud,
spam or account
compromise and
takeover, important
to you?

If you answered, “Yes,” to any of these questions, your business needs a securityfocused partner that can provide identity assurance, not just an SMS service
provider or aggregator.
This whitepaper discusses the most important features security-focused SMS
partners should be able to offer their customers. This guide will also provide an
overview of why TeleSign, the leader in account security and identity assurance
solutions, has become the trusted SMS partner of the world’s leading Web and
mobile applications.
There are numerous vendors offering a variety of SMS type services. Traditionally,
there are A2P SMS service providers, SMS aggregators / gateways and Mobile
Network Operators (MNOs). TeleSign stands apart as an account security company
that uses SMS to deliver “mission critical” messaging be it for verification or
communication in order to help businesses establish identity assurance and
prevent fraud. Additionally, we work to build bridges of communication that help
businesses engage with their users. Together in conjunction with our parent
company BICS, TeleSign can help you interact with any end-user in the world.
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A2P SMS SERVICE PROVIDERS
How they work.
A2P SMS is an acronym for “Application to Person SMS” messaging. Use cases
include appointment reminders, notifications, marketing messages and pin codes…
among others. In this service, the message is sent to a mobile subscriber via a Webbased application.

A2P SMS helps a business reach a significant number of people rapidly and at a
very low cost. The major benefit of A2P SMS is that all operating networks and
mobile handsets across the world are compatible with the technology and support
it. The increasing number of mobile subscribers switching to online payments
coupled with marketing activities or customer engagement messaging are the key
factors driving the global A2P SMS market.
Where they fall short. IP-based messaging restrictions and mobile messaging spam
prevent A2P SMS in some global regions, as it leads to reduction in profitability of
telecom operators and higher costs for businesses. In addition, A2P SMS providers
primarily focus on messaging services or mobile communications platforms to
deliver SMS for customer engagement purposes.
SMS being sent for 2FA using one-time passcodes and pin codes can also be sent,
but these providers do not offer additional account security features to assist with
identity assurance and fraud prevention
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TELESIGN, THE MARKET LEADER
IN ACCOUNT SECURITY SOLUTIONS
How we work.
At TeleSign, we incorporate the primary functions of A2P SMS service providers,
SMS aggregators, and MNOs. TeleSign works with different partners around
the world to ensure your message gets to your end user in the most efficient
and reliable manner. Many of the times, our partner (or provider) is actually the
operator (carrier) themselves. In some destinations, local and regional regulations
require TeleSign to leverage a locally present partner to help reach the end carrier.
We not only provide high-quality SMS communications and optimized delivery
routes, we also deliver the security-focused features most businesses require
in order to protect end-user accounts, prevent fraud and reduce risk of account
compromise or takeover. We offer the most comprehensive global fraud
intelligence and security solutions available, which includes secure SMS and voice
messaging, 2FA, additional security features, global phone number intelligence,
fraud risk scoring, and challenge mechanisms. Because of our Mobile Network
Operator (MNO) status, we also maintain deep relationships with hundreds of
telecommunication providers worldwide and provide the most reliable SMS delivery
and conversion rates. We have dual expertise, one in SMS messaging and one in
security (knowing how to secure and protect end-user accounts). This expertise
helps customers achieve higher, more consistent conversion rates and lower costs,
while securing end-user accounts, preventing fraud, removing user friction and
managing costs.
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FUNCTIONALITY

TELESIGN
•

Data Intelligence

Expansive Global
Network with
Direct Connections

In-Depth Security
Expertise

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile Network Operator (MNO)
700+ direct carrier connections
Built for volume – no queuing
Unmatched international coverage
Market leading delivery speed & completion rates
Reduced latency

•

Started out as a two-factor authentication company
focused on account security for the biggest internet
brands
High-quality, secure network
Mission-critical messages arrive quickly and reliably
Deploys rigorous security policies

•
•
•

•

Free Premium
Service & Support

•

Advanced Phone
Number Cleansing

APIs & SDKs uniquely combine data intelligence
•
Phone type, device status, roaming and
country status, name & address, subscriber
reputation, and more with messaging
communications

•
•
•

Proprietary technology cleanses numbers based on
international dialing code and policy
Corrects improperly formatted numbers for more
reliable and secure message delivery
Saving money on costly message retries
Advanced phone number cleansing can increase
delivery rates by 10% to 15%

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Many SMS messaging providers do
not combine data intelligence with
messaging communications
Some providers only support US
numbers
Most do not maintain an MNO status
Do not have as many direct connections
to mobile operators
Resulting in more potential points of
message failure and reliability issues
Most were built primarily for mass
marketing messages, non-mission
critical messages
Most maintain average quality networks
Some messages may not arrive quickly
Many clients complain about lower
delivery rates and fewer completions
Most offer free limited support,
including:
•
Email and knowledge base
support
Premium support available for
additional costs (varies by support
plans – up to $5,000/mo.)

Most apply basic number logic
Leave it to the customer to provide
accurate data
Impacting delivery rates

•

Dynamic routing
Automatically retries “Failed Messages” through
alternate routing options
Increases delivery rates

Global Coverage

•
•

Reach users in over 200 countries in 87 languages
More languages than any competitive offering

Traffic Monitoring
& Alerting

•
•
•
•

Constant network monitoring
24x7 NOC
Passive and active testing
Proactive alerting and delivery reports

•
•

Basic monitoring
Basic reports

•

Shared and pre-approved short codes – customers
experience higher message volume throughput
Quicker setup of recurring notification programs
Offer Toll-free, Local/National, Mobile, Short Code
and Alphanumeric to support any communication
need.

•

Limited options available

•

Regulatory assistance provided for
additional cost
Most maintain opt-outs only

Waterfall Routing

Wide Range of
Phone Numbers
Available

Compliance
Assistance

•
•

Offers FREE premium service & support, including:
•
Customer portal
•
Best-practice guidance & UI/UX reviews
•
24/7 support - 365 days a year
•
Dedicated Technical Account Management
and Sales Engineer resources for each client

OTHER PROVIDERS

•
•

•
•
•

Global compliance expertise
Free-of-charge regulatory assistance available
Helps clients adhere to Telephone Consumer
Protection Act (TCPA) in the US and similar local
policies and regulations worldwide
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None to limited coverage failover
options

•
•

Limited coverage available
Per published coverage charts most
reach up to 50 countries & 26 dialects

•
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WHY CUSTOMERS CHOOSE TELESIGN
TeleSign is an account security solutions provider that offers the most
comprehensive global fraud intelligence and security solutions available to
businesses.
What makes TeleSign different from other SMS and MNO providers is the fact that
TeleSign is a security-focused company that is able to offer all services (SMS and
voice messaging, Verification APIs, Mobile SDKs, and Data and Analytics APIs) that
address the full spectrum of end user account security and engagement.
As mentioned previously, TeleSign has the most optimized routing methods in the
world. What does that mean exactly? Many different ways to get your message to
the user. We are always reviewing, monitoring, optimizing and adjusting to ensure
that TeleSign is using the most optimal route available at a given time to deliver
your messages. We have a team that is entirely dedicated to this and that’s all they
do all day, every day. Furthermore, we constantly stress our world-class delivery,
what factors influence this? Some markets are harder to deliver messages in out
of sheer nature of the quality of their infrastructure. Less investment over the
years and therefore somewhere like Nigeria is typically less reliable than Canada.
Political unrest can cause networks to shut down as well and therefore can be more
common in some markets than others. Each market has its own nuances from
compliance, to regulation, etc. Each piece is a variable in the ability or lack thereof
to deliver.
That said, TeleSign uses direct to carrier connections bringing us closer to the
source and removing hops in the middle and reducing the possibility of message
issues to occur along the way. Our parent company BICS is a large differentiator
here. We’ve built our name on successfully sending mission critical messages for
the largest brands in the world and have become extremely competent and able in
this area. Most competitors don’t put the resources or attention towards quality like
we do and that’s why we are who we are. TeleSign’s suite of easy-to-integrate APIs
help secure end-user accounts from compromise, prevent fraud and improve the
overall end-user experience and because we believe in transparency a customer
facing portal will always provide you constant status updates in addition to our
world-renowned support.
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Small and medium sized Web properties quite often start using various SMS
aggregators and other SMS communication providers in building their initial SMS
verification workflow. However, as these companies begin to grow, their user
base and account security and user identity becomes more important, they start
seeking out reliable partners that can scale. When businesses search for the right
security partner that has the knowledge and expertise needed to support their
newly identified and demanding security requirements, they choose TeleSign
in order to gain access to a broader selection of account security options, more
reliable verification methods, and a security partner with proven solutions. TeleSign
emerges as the best choice to partner with for account security.
As the leader in account security solutions, TeleSign has helped customers secure
billions of end-user accounts worldwide from compromise, reduced fraud-related
losses and improved user conversions for numerous Web and mobile app properties.
TeleSign delivers account security and fraud prevention driven by real-time, global
intelligence, including reputation scoring and device data.
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A GLOBAL PARTNER FOR COMMUNICATION
Choosing TeleSign for SMS means choosing a globally trusted partner that understands
your international needs and provides you with proven solutions. Customers trust
TeleSign because of our, expertise in understanding the needs and requirements
of customers, our reliability and performance standards and hands-on approach to
helping our customers succeed in predicting, preventing, and responding to fraud.
Fraudulent attack vectors are constantly changing and fraudsters are moving very fast,
with TeleSign, businesses do not have to fight them alone.
With decades of experience in the dynamic and constantly evolving industry of
cloud computing, trust TeleSign to help you engage with your world.

www.telesign.com | @TeleSign
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